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The discovery of a Higgs particle [1,2] has triggered numerous theoretical and experimental investigations concerning its production and decay rates and has led to interesting results concerning its
interaction with fermions and gauge bosons. The self-interaction λ of the Standard Model Higgs
boson is particularly important due to its close connection with the stability of the SM vacuum.
In this talk precision calculations for the evolution of this crucial coupling are presented and their
impact on the question of vacuum stability is analysed. We also compare the theoretical precision
resulting from the calculation of three-loop β -functions to the experimental uncertainties stemming from key parameters, such as the top mass, the Higgs mass and the strong coupling, and to
the theoretical uncertainties introduced by the matching of experimental data to parameters in the
theoretically favoured MS renormalization scheme.
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1. Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is an SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) gauge theory describing the interactions of fermions through the exchange of gauge bosons. In addition a scalar
SU (2) doublet is introduced which aquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV) at the electroweak
scale and produces the Higgs field and three Goldstone bosons. The fermion masses and the Higgsfermion interaction are described by the Yukawa sector of the SM and the Higgs self-interaction is
introduced to the Lagrangian in the Higgs potential which classically reads
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The strength of each interaction is given by a coupling constant (see Fig. 1).1
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Figure 1: SM interactions

In the absence of physics beyond the SM at the LHC so far it is conceivable to extrapolate the
SM to high energies, eventually even up to the Planck scale. A problem which arises as a consequence of radiative corrections is the possibility of a second minimum in the effective Higgs potential, lower than the one at the electroweak scale, which would result in an unstable or metastable
electroweak vacuum state.
The effective potential [3] is affected by the self-interactions of the scalar fields as well as the
interactions of the scalar fields with all other fields. Hence it depends on all the SM couplings
evolved from some initial scale, e.g. the top pole mass Mt , up to the upper limit Λ of the validity
of the theory, e.g. Λ = MPlanck .
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Figure 2: Classical and effective Higgs potential
1 Except

for yt the Yukawa interactions yb , yc , . . . can be neglected due to their smallness. The same applies to the
off-diagonal entries of the CKM-matrix.
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Generic shapes of the classical Higgs potential and of the effective potential are shown in Fig.
2 for the cases of a Higgs mass larger and smaller than a critical value mmin , the minimal stability
bound2 (see also [4]). It has been demonstrated that the stability of the SM vacuum is in good
approximation equivalent to the question whether λ stays positive up to the scale Λ [5–7]. For a
detailed discussion of the vacuum stability problem in the SM see [4, 8–14].

2. The three-loop β -function for the Higgs self-interaction
The evolution of the Higgs self-coupling λ is described by the β -function

βλ (λ , yt , gs , g2 , g1 , . . .) = µ 2

d
λ (µ ),
dµ2

(2.1)

which is a power series in all couplings of the SM and has recently been computed at three-loop
level [12, 15, 16]. During the last two years the β -functions for the gauge [17–19] and Yukawa [12,
20] couplings have been calculated at three-loop level as well. In order to determine the evolution
of λ we need to solve the coupled system of differential equations

βX (λ , yt , gs , g2 , g1 ) = µ 2

d
X (µ ),
dµ2

X ∈ {λ , yt , gs , g2 , g1 } .

(2.2)

Furthermore, in order to solve eq. (2.2) an initial condition for each coupling has to be given. One
possible choice is to take their values at the scale of the top mass Mt . As the β -functions have
been calculated in the MS-scheme but parameters like the top and Higgs mass are (in good approximation) determined on-shell by experiments3 , we have to use matching relations between on-shell
and MS parameters at two-loop level [4, 8, 42–45]. For the pole masses Mt = 173.07 GeV and
MH = 125.9 GeV and αs (MZ ) = 0.1184 [46] we find:
gs (Mt )
g2 (Mt )
g1 (Mt )
yt (Mt )
λ (Mt )

1.1667
0.6483
0.3587
0.93543 ± 0.00050(th,match)
0.12761 ± 0.00030(th,match)

Table 1: Values for the SM couplings in the MS-scheme at µ = Mt with the theoretical uncertainties for yt
and λ stemming from the matching procedure [8].

3. The evolution of λ
Using the three-loop β -functions for λ , yt , gs , g2 and g1 as well as the initial conditions from
Tab. 2 we can plot the evolution of λ up to the Planck scale MPlanck ∼ 1018 GeV. For the experimental input parameters Mt = 173.07 GeV, MH = 125.9 GeV and αs (MZ ) = 0.1184 we find the
2 There is also an upper

bound mmax on the Higgs mass stemming from the requirement that no Landau pole appears
at energies µ ≤ Λ.
3 This is particularly justified at a future linear e+ e− collider, where the top mass for instance will be measured at
the production threshold.
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Figure 3: Evolution of λ : experimental uncertainties

red curve in Fig. 3 which shows that λ becomes negative at about 1011 GeV. If we compare this
to the evolution of λ using only two-loop β -functions for the SM couplings (blue curve), we only
find a small deviation. The difference between these two curves can be interpreted as a measure
for the theoretical uncertainty stemming from the truncation of the perturbation series in the calculation of β -functions. In contrast the experimental uncertainties are significantly larger. The
dashed (dotted) lines show the behaviour of λ evolved using three-loop β -functions but with Mt ,
MH and αs increased (decreased) by one standard deviation (values from [46]). The uncertainties originating from the experimental values for αs and MH are roughly of the same size and a
factor 2 − 3 larger than the difference between the two-loop and three-loop curves at the Planck
scale. In contrast, the uncertainty stemming from the top mass measurement is about an order of
magnitude larger than the theoretical one at µ ∼ 1018 GeV. It is worthy of note that if we shift
all three experimental input parameters by one standard deviation in the more stable direction, i.e.
Mt = (173.07 − 1.24) GeV, MH = (125.9 + 0.4) GeV and αs (MZ ) = (0.1184 + 0.0007), we find
λ (µ = 1018 GeV) ≈ 0.00065 > 0 and hence a stable vacuum up to the Planck scale.
It is interesting to compare these uncertainties to the ones introduced by the matching procedure (see Table 1), i.e. by truncating the perturbation series in the matching formulas. In
Fig. 4 the experimental input parameters are fixed to Mt = 173.07 GeV, MH = 125.9 GeV and
αs (MZ ) = 0.1184 and the λ -curves derived from two-loop (blue) and three-loop (red) β -functions
are given again. We focus on the region µ = 1016 to 1018 GeV where the distances between different lines are largest. The purple curves mark the uncertainty band due to the matching of the
on-shell parameters to λ in the MS-scheme and the black curves describe the uncertainty originating from the matching to yt in the MS-scheme. This plot clearly shows that all theoretical errors
4
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are roughly of the same size and considerably smaller than the experimental ones.
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Figure 4: Evolution of λ : matching uncertainties

4. Conclusion
The stability of the electroweak vacuum state is an interesting and fundamental problem in the
SM framework. Although it looks as if - in the absence of new physics - a metastable scenario is the
most likely, the present uncertainties do not allow for a definitive answer. The analysis presented
in this talk shows that the theoretical uncertainties are well under control due to the calculation of
three-loop β -functions for the Higgs self-interaction and all other SM couplings as well as due to
improved precision in the matching relations between on-shell and MS-parameters. A more precise
measurement of the experimental input parameters, especially the top mass, will hopefully lead to
a clarification of this issue in the future.
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